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What if you share a drink with a bat?
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virus, which scientists discovered recently. (See the fascinating 
story of its discovery in References!) We studied 14 cases of 
people in Bangladesh who got sick with the virus between 
2011 and 2014. The source of their infection was unknown. 

We found that eight of them drank fermented palm sap - 
the local palm wine. We believe that drinking this liquor is 
a potential way to get infected with Nipah virus. Palm wine 
producers should probably take measures to prevent contact 
between bats and the sap.
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Abstract

Figure 1:
Indian Flying Fox bat (Pteropus giganteus)

Bats have a really bad reputation - undeserved one. Maybe 
you have heard some horrifying stories yourself like blood-
sucking and hair tangling. They are not true, by the way! 
Bats are in fact important for our environment (Fig. 1) – 
they keep insect populations in check and some of them are 
important pollinators (like bees). 

One thing, though, that makes bats look bad is that sometimes, 
not often, they spread diseases. Unfortunately, pretty deadly 
ones. These include the scary Ebola and Marburg diseases, 
SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) and Nipah virus 
infections which cause encephalitis
brain.

Scientists discovered the Nipah virus recently (in 1999) in 
Malaysia, in a farming village called Nipah (this is how the 
virus got its name). It turned out that people built their pig 
farms too close to bat-inhabited forests. The virus jumped 
from the bats, which are its natural reservoir, to the pigs, 
then from pigs to humans. Many people got sick and more 
than half of them died. (Read more in How one man saved 
his country from a nightmare virus called Nipah.)

A few years later, in Bangladesh scientists found that people 
also could get sick from drinking raw date palm sap. It’s 

because bats like to drink it too. They contaminate it with 
their saliva in which a lot of viruses reside. Worse still, the 
virus started to pass from human to human and relatively 
small Nipah outbreaks occur every year somewhere in Asia.

In the past few years, there were some new Nipah cases in 
Bangladesh which had an unknown source. Had the virus 
found yet another way to infect people?
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We try to use as little technical terminology
as possible. You might not realize that 

everyday terms that sound simple to you,
are not so simple to a kid.

(E.g. compound terms such as "plant 
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Reading level: The intended audience is 
school students ages 7-17. We classify each

of our adaptations using the following 
reading levels: 

+ Elementary school
+ Middle school
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Which reading level your paper will be 
adapted to mostly depends on the 
complexity of the original research. 


